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RE-MOTIONTM total wrist arthroplasty for treatment 
of advanced stage of scaphoid non-union advanced 
collapse. Does excision of the entire scaphoid bone prevent 
impingement at terminal range of radial deviation?
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Case presentation
A 57-year-old right-handed woman sustained a left scaphoid waist 

fracture that was primarily treated with immobilization in another 
hospital that led to a scaphoid non-union one year later (Figure 1A). 
Then, the scaphoid non-union was treated surgically with a use of a 
headless compression screw accompanied with autologous bone 
grafting in the same hospital. This procedure has been failed, there was 
a migration of the screw at the distal pole of collapsing scaphoid bone 
(Figure 1B). The screw was removed with a second procedure in the same 
hospital. At first presentation in our hospital three years after injury, the 
posteroanterior (PA) radiograph revealed advanced stage of scaphoid 
non-union advanced collapse (SNAC) accompanied with complete 
avascular osteonecrosis of the proximal pole of scaphoid bone leading 
to posttraumatic pancarpal wrist joint osteoarthritis (OA) (Figure 1C). 
A total wrist arthroplasty (TWA) using the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist 
(Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, Michigan/USA) accompanied with 
removal of the entire scaphoid bone was performed. For this purpose, a 
straight carpal plate size S with a polyethylene (PE) insert size plus had 
to be applied that has had a sufficient bony support onto the capitate 
bone and did not lead to an impingement at terminal range of radial 
deviation with 15° (Figure 2A-B). The correct positioning of TWA was 
confirmed on postoperative radiographs (Figure 2C).   At the 2-year 
follow-up there was unchanged correct positioning of TWA without 
implant loosening or subsidence, and an excellent functional outcome 
without impingement at terminal range of radial deviation with 30° 
radiographically (Figure 3). Function in patient-rated wrist evaluation 
score (0-100 points) and pain in visual analogue score (0-10 points) 
improved from 69 and 8 before TWA to 14 and 1. The patient reported 
that he would have the same motion-preserving TWA again if it would 
be necessary.

Non-union of a scaphoid fracture is consistently followed by the 
development of OA within 5-10 years [1]. Scaphoid fractures and/or 
non-unions are increasingly being managed surgically with the use of 
headless compression screws. However, this procedure is not without 
complications such as migration of a headless compression screw. It 
has been also observed in the wrist in 14% of patients who underwent 
carpal fusions despite complete union [2], and can lead in single case 

to a TWA [3]. TWA has proven to be useful as a motion-preserving 
alternative to total wrist fusion (TWF) for treatment of posttraumatic 
wrist joint OA, and TWA revealed a significantly better outcome than 
in patients who underwent a primary TWF [4-6]. TWA for treatment 
of SNAC wrist has reported to be a relative portion of 4% of all TWAs 
performed by surgeons who have published their experiences with this 
procedure [7]. The RE-MOTIONTM total wrist is one of the modern 
biaxial-anatomical third generation type that is currently in use. First, 
the development of the implant, its design, and early results with a small 

Figure 1. (A) PA radiograph showing scaphoid non-union; (B) PA radiograph showing 
migration of the headless compression screw at the distal pole of collapsing scaphoid bone; 
(C) PA radiograph showing posttraumatic pancarpal wrist joint OA due to advanced stage 
of SNAC wrist with complete avascular necrosis of the proximal pole of scaphoid bone.
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number of patients have been described in 2008 by Gupta [8]. Second, 
in 2011 Herzberg [9] published first encouraging short term results 
with a larger number of patients (N=19, 20 TWAs). Recent evidence 
with the use of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist revealed a cumulative 
8-year implant surveillance of 92% in a prospective international 
multicenter study with 215 cases [10]. It seems to be a problem with 
the use of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist that radial deviation worsens 
postoperatively potentially leading to painful impingement between 
the radial TWA component and the distal part of scaphoid bone, 
whereas radial deviation with the use of the MaestroTM total wrist 
significantly improves [11-13]. An additional diagonal resection of the 
distal part of scaphoid is likely unable to avoid this impingement with 
the use of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist (Figures 4, 5) [14]. May be 
that this functional loss of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist is based on 
an insufficient compensation of resection-related loss of carpal height 
with its only available two sizes of height of the PE inserts (standard, plus).

We present one successful case on TWA using the RE-MOTIONTM 
total wrist accompanied with excision of the entire scaphoid bone 
that did not lead to a painful impingement between the radial TWA 
component and the trapez bone. Essential prerequisite was that a 
carpal plate size S was inserted. Probably with the use of the other two 
bigger sizes (M, L) of the implant, the carpal plate would not have a 
sufficient bony support at the radial column. The disadvantage of the 
RE-MOTIONTM total wrist is that its carpal plate is not available with 
various scaphoid augments such as the MaestroTM TWA  that provides 
a sufficient bony support onto the base of trapez bone when the entire 
scaphoid bone had to be excised [3,5,15]. May be that the resection-
related loss of carpal height using the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist 

would be better compensated by introducing of another extended third 
PE insert (“size plus-plus”) by the manufacturer. To our experience, 
the MaestroTM Wrist Reconstructive System with its three sizes of 
intercalated cobalt-chrome-molybdenum heads (standard, plus 2, plus 
4) is better able to compensate the resection-related loss of carpal height 
that does not lead to an impingement between both TWA components 
[3,16,17]. Also noted that the carpal plate of the MaestroTM implant is 
longer in transverse plane and has a shaped design than the shorter 
carpal plate of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist with it straight design 
at the implant-bone interface (Figure 6, in comparison to Figure 
2A-C). Radial impingement is also not observed with the MaestroTM 
Wrist Reconstructive System when using a carpal plate with scaphoid 
augment after excision of the entire scaphoid bone (Figure 7).
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Figure 2. (A) Intraoperative photograph demonstrating uneventful insertion of the RE-MOTIONTM TWA, the straight carpal plate size S has a sufficient bony support onto the capitate bone 
after excision of the entire scaphoid bone (B) Intraoperative fluoroscopy demonstrating that there was no impingement between the radial TWA component and the trapez bone at terminal 
range of radial deviation with 15° (arrow); (C) Postoperative PA and lateral radiographs demonstrating correct positioning of TWA. (PE: polyethylene).

Figure 3. PA and lateral radiographs with terminal ranges of motion at the 2-year follow-up showing unchanged correct positioning of TWA without implant loosening or subsidence, and 
an excellent functional outcome without impingement at terminal range of radial deviation with 30° between the radial TWA component and the trapez bone after complete excision of the 
entire scaphoid bone (arrow), also noted that there is a sufficient bony support of the carpal plate size S at the capitate bone.
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Figure 4. (Example for radial impingement): PA and lateral radiographs with terminal ranges of motion in a 54-year-old female with advanced stage of Kienböck’s disease in her left wrist 
treated with RE-MOTIONTM TWA demonstrating impingement between the radial component and the distal part of scaphoid bone at terminal range of radial deviation with 10° (arrow) at 
the 3-year follow-up, a diagonal resection at the distal part of scaphoid bone was not done.

Figure 5. (Example for radial impingement): PA and lateral radiographs with terminal ranges of motion, this is the 3-year follow-up of the patient’s case with the longstanding distal radius 
physeal arrest that was previously published at an 1-year follow-up by the author in 2014 [14], there is an impingement between the radial component of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist and 
the distal part of scaphoid bone at terminal range of radial deviation with 12°, a diagonal resection at the distal part of scaphoid bone was primarily done, also noted the periprosthetic bone 
resorption around the collar of the ulnar head replacement.

Figure 6. (Example for non radial impingement with the use of the MaestroTM Wrist Reconstructive System, carpal plate without scaphoid augment, the distal part of scaphoid bone was not 
excised): Intraoperative fluoroscopy in both planes with terminal ranges of motion in a 55-year-old male who sustained a TWA for treatment of advanced stage of  right primary wrist joint 
OA, there is no impingement between both TWA components (i.e. radial styloid) at terminal range of radial deviation with 29° (arrow), the carpal plate has a sufficient bony support onto 
the distal part of scaphoid bone, also noted that the carpal plate is larger in transverse plane and has a shaped design than the shorter carpal plate of the RE-MOTIONTM total wrist with it 
straight design at the implant-bone interface (see Figure 2), this intraoperative fluoroscopy is associated with the patient’s case that was previously published by the author in 2015 that did 
not show radial impingement at a 5-year follow-up as well [16].

Figure 7. (Example for non radial impingement with the use of the MaestroTM Wrist Reconstructive System, carpal plates with scaphoid augments (green arrows), the entire scaphoid bones 
were excised): (A) Intraoperative fluoroscopy in a 31-year-old male who sustained a TWA due to advanced stage of posttraumatic wrist joint OA in his left wrist, there is no impingement 
between the carpal plate and radial component or radial styloid at terminal range of radial deviation with 26° (blue arrow); (B) Intraoperative fluoroscopy in a 56-year-old male who sustained 
a TWA for treatment of highly comminuted distal radius fracture in his right wrist, there is no impingement between the carpal plate and radial component or radial styloid at terminal range 
of radial deviation with 20° (blue arrow), this intraoperative fluoroscopy is associated with the patient’s case that was previously published by the author in 2015 that did not show radial 
impingement at an 1-year follow-up as well [17].
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